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FEATURE-RICH GPS
The Garmin Colorado 400i is preloaded with a worldwide imagery
basemap and thousands of U.S.
inland lakes (including shoreline
details, depth contours, boat
ramps, and mile markers). The
Rock ’n Roller input wheel
allows for one-handed operation
of the user-friendly screen interface. A highly sensitive WAASenabled GPS receiver locates
quickly and maintains connection—even in remote locations. Other features include
an electronic compass, SD
card slot, wireless geocache,
barometric altimeter, hunt-fish
calendar, sun and moon information,
and tide tables. Retail: $599.
garmin.com

SLEEK MULTI-TOOL
The Skeletool from Leatherman has a cutaway design and
compact shape that reduces bulk and weight while still providing features fishermen want—needlenose and regular
pliers, wire cutters, a bit driver with Phillips and standard
screwdriver bits, bottle opener, and knife. Retail: $72.
leatherman.com

ULTRA-REALISTIC
CRANKS
Live Target Lures
are modeled closely
after prey like crayfish,
golden shiners, yellow
perch, and gizzard shad. Shape, color,
scale patterns, and eyes match to a tee.
Retail: $11.99 to $12.99.
koppersfishing.com

WORLD’S FIRST
INVISIBLE SINKERS
Proven effective on wary
European carp, Clear Weights
by AVO Invents of England
are produced with synthetic
material that’s environmentally safe, too. Retail:
$3 to $4 each, depending
on size.
diamondweights.com
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4 IN 1 SAFETY STICK
The 4 in 1 Car Emergency Flashlight
combines a seatbelt cutter, powerful flashlight, hammer for breaking window
glass, and a red flashing beacon
with LED lights that’s magnetic
for sticking on a truck top or boat
trailer to signal passing motorists.
Retail: $14.95.
safetybright.com
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SPIRAL LURE LINK

PACK COOLER

The Quickswirl features a stainless-steel
wire coil that’s easy to loop through a lure
line-tie for a secure connection. Retail:
$3.99 to $4.99.
quickswirl.com

The Trackpack Cooler has an internal plastic frame
that can hold up to twenty 12-ounce cans and dispense
them one at a time. Three hanging gel-packs help maintain ice-cold drinks all day long. Retail: $39.95. ■
trackpackcoolers.com

MARINE FORMULA
FUEL STABILIZER
To fight the damaging effects of
ethanol in gasoline when used in
marine environments, STA-BIL
Marine Formula contains twice
the corrosion preventer and more
than four times the fuel system
cleaner than regular STA-BIL.
Retail: $9.99 to $24.99.
sta-bil.com

